Professional Development Resources for Graduate Lifestyle
BOOK: Navigating the Hidden Curriculum of Graduate School
- A Learn in 15 Sequence on Thinking Critically and Creatively
- A Learn in 15 Sequence on Overcoming Common Struggles of PhD Work
- A Learn in 15 Sequence on Being at School Again
- A Learn in 15 Sequence on Making Basic Critical Analysis

Orienting to Graduate Life

A 15 Minute Research Boost Sequence on MS Word
- MS Word snippet 1 - Navigation Pane and Headings
- MS Word snippet 2 - Headings for Academic Users
- MS Word snippet 3 - Setting Up Personal Tools for Academics
- MS Word snippet 4 - Setting up for a Dissertation
- MS Word snippet 5 - Collaborative Editing and Saving Without Track Changes Showing
- MS Word snippet 6 - Citations and References for Academics
- MS Word snippet 7 - Table of Contents for Academics
- MS Word Snippet 8 - last thoughts on writing for academics

Success While Taking Courses

A Learn in 15 Sequence on the Basics of Academic Writing at the Graduate Level
- A Learn in 15 Sequence on Organizing Your Ideas to Write Academic Texts

A Learn in 15 Sequence on Being at School Again
- A Learn in 15 Sequence on Making Basic Critical Analysis
A Selection of Job Prep Videos
- So You Want To Be a Leader? Pros and Cons of Moving into Leadership Know Your Style Tendencies
- Job Prep: 21st Century Scholars and Entrepreneurship
- Job Prep: Building Your Networks in a Remote World
- Transferring to Online Teaching
- Scenarios of Graduate Professionalism
- Emotional Intelligence

The Nuts and Bolts of Presentations and Publications for Online or Live Conferences

Advanced Topics
Learn in 15 Sequence on How to Handle the Tone and Stance of Your Academic Texts
Learn in 15 Sequence on Evaluating Your Work
Learn in 15 Sequence... The Engagement Hurdle
Learn in 15 Sequence... Facing Wicked Problems Successfully
15 Minute Practical Tips of Researchers - Translating Research Language from one field to another
15 Minute Research Boost on Building Your Own Publication Rubric
Learn in 15 Sequence on Skills You Need for our Professional Development
Learn in 15 Sequence on Adjusting to Online Learning